For successful cold rolling operation at elevated operating conditions, the existence of desirable minimum film thickness at the roll-strip interface and awareness of its controlling by adjusting the process variables such as roll speed, reduction ratio, lubricant types, and roll cooling system etc. are essential. Moreover, the studies of the lubricant's starvation in the inlet zone and its influence on the film thickness at high roll speeds considering viscous shear heating effects are very important issues. Thus, the objectives of this paper are to analyze the inlet zone of cold rolling interface thermohydrodynamically and develop formulas for the prediction of minimum film thickness (for both isothermal and thermal cases) as functions of operating parameters including levels of starvation. Based on the investigations reported herein, it is observed that the existence of starvation up to certain level seems to be beneficial. It causes reduction in the temperature rise in the inlet zone and reduces the quantity of lubricating oil (leading to oil conservation) required during the cold rolling operation provided a thin continuous film exists at the strip-roll interface. Authors believe that the cold rolling industries may be benefited by the formulas reported in this paper.
Introduction
Cold rolling of metals is most important forming process. Due to worldwide growing demands of cold rolled products, increase in roll speed can enhance its productivity significantly. Moreover, the quantity of lubricating oil required in this process is directly influenced by rolling speeds, properties of materials, and roll bite geometry 1) etc. Thus, the awareness for maintaining the minimum film thickness at high roll speed and the understanding of lubricant's film formation in the presence of starvation (with the reduced quantity of oil) in the inlet zone of roll and strip interface as function of operating parameters are vital for better control of tolerances on the finished products and oil conservation, respectively.
Lenard 2) and Schmid and Wilson 3) have nicely surveyed the published research in this field. Thus, limited papers relevant to present article are being summarized at the end. In some early hydrodynamic lubrication studies at the roll-strip interface in cold rolling, Bedi and Hillier 4) , Wilson and Walowit 5) , Avitzur and Grossman 6) , and Atkins 7) have considered isoviscous behavior of lubricants in their respective works. These investigations yielded significant insight in the controlling of performance parameters through operating variables. Moreover, Wilson et al. 8) , Saxena et al. 9) , Wilson and Chang 10) , Hsu et al. 11) , Lu et al. 12) , Le and Sutcliffe 13) , Szeri and Wang 14) , and Yang and Lo 15) have presented very interesting works pertaining to isothermal studies either dealing with fully flooded or mixed lubricated cases of metal forming. The findings of these studies are mainly applicable for the low operating speeds (less than 5 m/s). Dow et al. 16 22) , Tieu et al. 23) and Singh et al. [24] [25] have investigated analysis of lubricated interface in metal forming by incorporating thermal effects. But no relation/formula has been established by the investigators for the prediction of minimum film thickness (thermal) at high roll speeds (20 , and Louaisil et al. 30) have carried out experimentations on cold strip rolling process. Azushima 29) has presented results for oil film thickness at various operating parameters, which are valuable for validating the theoretical models. Louaisil et al. 30) have studied influence of temperature and lubricant on friction and wear. They have observed more adhesive wear with rise in film temperature.
Based on the literature review, authors could not notice any study on starvation and thermal effects in cold rolling of metallic strips at elevated roll speeds (between 20 m/s to 50 m/s). It has been noticed by researchers [31] [32] based on thermo elastohydrodynamic /hydrodynamic lubrication studies that the existence of minimum film thickness in the contact is mainly guided by the existence of minimum film thickness in inlet zone. Hence, the role of the inlet zone is vital in the lubrication of roll-strip interface. Thus, the objectives of this paper are to analyze the inlet zone of cold rolling interface thermohydrodynamically and develop formulas for the prediction of minimum film thickness (for both isothermal and thermal cases) as functions of operating parameters including levels of starvation. Based on the study reported herein, it is observed that the existence of starvation up to certain level seems to be beneficial. It causes reduction in the temperature rise in the inlet zone and reduces the quantity of lubricating oil (leading to oil conservation) required during the cold rolling operation provided a thin continuous film exists at the strip-roll interface.
Mathematical background for modeling
Schematic diagram of the inlet zone of the interface formed between roll and strip along with coordinate system is illustrated in Fig. 1 . It is essential to mention that the present analysis treats the bounding solids of inlet zone as rigid. The coupled solutions of Reynolds equation and energy equation along with pressure and temperature dependence of lubricant's viscosity have been solved for starved inlet zone of roll and strip interface. In order to reduce the complexity and to enhance computational simplicity as well as savings in computational costs, in this work temperature profile across the film thickness in energy equation has been approximated by Legendre polynomial of order 2. For more details of numerical methods and governing equations, reference 24) can be seen.
Fig.1 Schematic diagram of inlet zone with coordinate system
Double integration of non-inertial momentum
, for 1-D laminar flow with the boundary conditions (ζ=−1,u=u s , and, ζ=+1 ,u=u r ) yields the following expression for the flow velocity of the lubricant. Viscosity of the lubricating oil varies in the longitudinal as well as in the transverse direction to the film inside the computational domain. Thus, viscosity has been expressed in the form of fluidity [reciprocal of viscosity, ξ=1/η, where η is modeled using equation (2)] for the convenience of mathematical derivation. The variation of viscosity has been expressed by Roelands' viscosity model and written as:
Considering non-inertial laminar lubricating films without dilatational viscosity, the energy equation for the lubrication of line contact can be written as:
Lobatto quadrature analysis used in this investigation incorporates four unknown temperatures which have to be computed. Two temperatures are in the lubricating film (T +1 and T −1 at Lobatto locations ' +1 ' and ' −1 ' respectively) and other two are the variable surface temperatures (T r and T s ). Variations of the surface temperatures are modeled by the expressions as reported in the reference 24) . The expressions for the fluidity and temperature variations across the film thickness are expressed by Legendre polynomial of order 2 and are written as:
In order to compute temperatures at locations " +1 " and " −1 ", two equations involving T +1 and T −1 are required. Therefore, zeroth and first moments of energy equation (1) have been taken across the film thickness to generate two equations (which are further solved for temperature at two interior Lobatto points) as follows:
First moment:
The subscripts ' +2 ' and ' −2 ' are used to denote the upper (roll) and lower (strip) surfaces, respectively. In order to develop generalized Reynolds equation, the expression for lineal mass flux has been developed as below. 
Using the equations (1) and (8), the following expression for lineal mass flux has been evolved:
Where, 'A' and 'B' have been defined earlier and are given below to the equation ( Due to number of page constraints of this journal, it is difficult to provide computational procedure in depth. Thus, for more details of Lobatto quadrature method, governing equations based on this method, and computational procedure followed here, paper 24) can be referred.
Results and discussion
Input parameters used in the present analysis are provided in Table 1 . Moreover, operating parameters are given along the presented figures. Input data of Table 1 has been taken from references 18, 29) , which list results for the film thickness. Results of these papers are used to validate the present mathematical model as can be seen in Table 2 . 8 It is observed from the Table 2 that the results based on the present investigations are in good agreements with the experimental results of Azushima. However, deviation between the results of paper 18) and present work is due to the approximate energy equation adopted by the authors of reference 18) in their computations. Substantial reduction in minimum film thickness (thermal) and increase in maximum mid-film temperature are observed with increasing thermal loading parameter as can be seen in Fig. 2 . It happens due to increase in viscous heating at elevated roll speeds. Similarly, reduction in minimum film thickness (thermal) and rise in mid-film temperature are observed with increase in slip and reduction ratio. Trends of variations can be observed in Figs. 3 and 4 . The reduction in film thickness due to slip is small. Slip is generally not desirable in cold rolling operation. In order to prevent slip, the strip is kept in front and back tensions.
Starvation is normally considered to be an unwanted effect as it is assumed that a fully flooded supply of lubricant is essential to provide cooling. Thus, the effect of starvation on minimum film thickness in inlet zone has been analyzed and it is observed that the existence of starvation seems to be beneficial in terms of reduced maximum film temperature (refer Fig. 5 ) and less quantity of lubricating oil required in cold rolling process provided there is a continuous thin lubricating film at the contact. The effect of starvation on thermal minimum film thickness is very significant. Sharp decrease in minimum film thickness at elevated starvation has been observed at high rolling speeds due to enhanced viscous heat dissipation in spite of increased entrainment of lubricant in the inlet zone. These relations are valid for the following range of operating parameters: "G" ranges from 5.6 to 14.0, "Q" ranges from 3 to 340, "S" ranges from 0.0 to 0.20, "R D " ranges from 0.01 to 0.05, and "X i " varies from 1.25 to 10. It is essential to mention that operating parameters G, Q, S, R D , and X i are defined in nomenclature.
Conclusions
The importance of this work lies in the fact that it presents new formulas for the prediction of dimensionless minimum film thicknesses (both isothermal and thermal) considering high roll speeds (20 to 50 m/s) and various levels of starvation. Moreover, based on this study following conclusions have been drawn.
-Minimum film thickness (thermal) is considerably reduced with increase in roll speeds and starvation. -High roll speed leads to more rise in film temperature.
-With increase in starvation, temperature rise reduces significantly.
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